Fishing line coiled around hand or tied to pole.

Fishing technique involves: fisherman holds the line as he paddles, baited hook jacks toward with each stroke, attracting the fish.

**BEACH SEINE NET**

- Setting up the beach seine net at high tide.
- Man on shore holds one end of net while others hold the other end.
- Beach without brush.
- Variety of fish caught in net.
- Fishing net kept out of water as it is in place.

**THROAT GORGES**

- Baited throat gorges attached to weighted line catch bottom feeding fish.
- Baited bone barbs are firmly lashed to leaves, fish swallow baited barbs which tags, allowing it to lose in throat.
- Baited bone gorges with barbs 6 cm long.

**VARIOUS FISHING GAFFS**

- Various fishing tools and equipment,
- Fish trap, approximate length 2.7 to 3.7 metres (9 to 12 ft).

**MISCELLANEOUS Hooks**

- Types of hooks, sizes, and materials used for fishing.